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Abstract. Semantic interpretation of dynamic visuospatial imagery
calls for a general and systematic integration of methods in knowl-
edge representation and computer vision. Towards this, we highlight
research articulating & developing deep semantics, characterised by
the existence of declarative models –e.g., pertaining space and mo-
tion– and corresponding formalisation and reasoning methods sup-
porting capabilities such as semantic question-answering, relational
visuospatial learning, and (non-monotonic) visuospatial explanation.
We position a working model for deep semantics by highlighting se-
lect recent / closely related works from IJCAI [8, 4], AAAI [10], ILP
[7], and ACS [9]. We posit that human-centred, explainable visual
sensemaking necessitates both high-level semantics and low-level vi-
sual computing, with the highlighted works providing a model for
systematic, modular integration of diverse multifaceted techniques
developed in AI, ML, and Computer Vision.

1 Cognitive Vision and Perception

Cognitive vision is an emerging line of research bringing together a
novel & unique combination of methodologies from Artificial Intel-
ligence, Vision and Machine Learning, Cognitive Science and Psy-
chology, Visual Perception, and Spatial Cognition and Computation.
Research in cognitive vision and perception addresses visual, visu-
ospatial and visuo-locomotive perception and interaction from the
viewpoints of language, logic, spatial cognition and artificial intelli-
gence. The principal focus in cognitive vision & perception –relevant
to this highlight paper– is on a systematic integration of computer vi-
sion and KR / artificial intelligence methods particularly from the
viewpoints of key (computational) perceptual sensemaking chal-
lenges such as: (1). commonsense scene understanding; (2). se-
mantic question-answering (e.g., with image, video); (3). explain-
able visual interpretation; (4). concept learning & analogical in-
ference from multimodal stimuli; (5). visuospatial representation
learning; (6). visual perception (e.g., with eye-tracking); and (7).
multimodal event perception (e.g., for embodied grounding & simu-
lation).

In the context of (1-7), we highlight research in cognitive vision
and perception aiming to serve as a model and provide a roadmap
for human-centred visuospatial sensemaking. This we position and
demo with systematically formalised, general methods based on an
integration of state of the art in (relational) AI and (deep learning
based) computer vision, and their applications in multidisciplinary
areas of socio-technological impact.
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Figure 1: Vision and Perception / Video and Eye-Tracking Data

2 Deep Semantics: Integrating KR and Vision
The development of domain-independent computational models of
perceptual sensemaking —e.g., capabilities in (1–7) encompassing
visuospatial Q/A, learning, abduction— with multimodal human be-
havioural stimuli such as RGB(D), video, audio, eye-tracking re-
quires the representational and inferential mediation of common-
sense and spatio-linguistically rooted abstractions of space, motion,
actions, events and interaction. We characterise Deep Semantics as:
I general methods for the processing and semantic interpretation
of dynamic visuospatial imagery with an emphasis on the ability to
abstract, learn, and reason with cognitively rooted structured char-
acterisations of commonsense knowledge about space, and motion.
I the existence of declarative models –e.g., pertaining to space,
space-time, motion, actions & events, spatio-linguistic conceptual
knowledge (e.g., Table 1)– and corresponding formalisation sup-
porting (domain-neutral) reasoning capabilities (e.g., visual Q/A and
learning, non-monotonic visuospatial abduction)
Formal semantics and computational models of deep semantics man-
ifest themselves in declarative AI settings such as constraint logic
programming, inductive logic programming, and answer set pro-
gramming. Naturally, a practical illustration of the intergated “AI
and Vision” method requires a tight but modular integration of the
(declarative) commonsense spatio-temporal abstraction and reason-
ing with robust low-level visual computing foundations (primarily)
driven by state of the art visual computing techniques (e.g., for vi-
sual feature detection, tracking; see Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: Deep Semantics for Space, Action and Motion [1] – Integrated Vision and AI foundations for human behavioural research in embodied interaction;
E.g., “multimodal visuoauditory computing in context for the case of media studies, and everyday activity analysis from the viewpoint of cognitive robotics”.

Abstraction Spatial, Time, Motion Relations (select sample)
Mereotopology disconnected, external contact, partial overlap, tangential

proper part, non-tangential proper part, proper part, part of,
discrete, overlap, contact

Orientation left, right, collinear, front, back, on, facing towards, facing
away, same direction, opposite direction

Distance, Size adjacent, near, far, smaller, equi-sized, larger
Motion moving: towards, away, parallel; growing / shrinking: verti-

cally, horizontally; splitting / merging; rotation: left, right,
up, down, clockwise, couter-clockwise

Time before, after, meets, overlaps, starts, during, finishes, equals

Table 1: Commonsense Spatio-Temporal Relations for Abstracting Space and
Motion in Everyday Human Interaction

3 Semantic Interpretation of Multimodal Stimuli

Cognitive vision research is driven by (but not limited to) applica-
tions where, for instance, the processing and semantic interpreta-
tion of (potentially large volumes of) highly dynamic visuo-spatial
imagery is central: autonomous systems, human-machine interac-
tion in cognitive robotics, visuoauditory media technology, and psy-
chology & behavioural research domains where data-centred ana-
lytical methods are gaining momentum. For this highlight paper,
we position three recent (and mutually related) works that are rep-
resentative of the crux of deep semantics, namely: human-centred
representation & relational explainability, declarative reasoning en-
abled by systematic formalisation, and domain-independence vis-a-
vis commonsense spatio-linguistic abstractions supported for mod-
elling space, events, actions, motion, and (inter)action. We posi-
tion three representative works respectively encompassing question-
answering [4, 5], abduction [10, 11], and integration of learning
and reasoning [7, 9]: (1). Semantic Question-Answering with Video
& Eye-Tracking: In [4], a computational framework for semantic-
question answering with video and eye-tracking data founded in con-
straint logic programming is developed; we also demonstrate an ap-
plication in cognitive film & media studies, where human perception
of films vis-a-via cinematographic devices [5] is of interest; (2). Re-
lational Visual Learning and Neurosymbolic Integration: In [7, 9],
we develop a general framework and pipeline for: relational spatio-
temporal (inductive) learning with an elaborate ontology supporting
a range of space-time features; and generating semantic, (declara-
tively) explainable interpretation models in a neurosymbolic pipeline
(demonstrated for the case of visuospatial symmetry in art); and
(3). Visual Abduction and Moving Objects: In [8, 10], we develop
a hybrid architecture for systematically computing robust visual ex-
planation(s) encompassing hypothesis formation, belief revision, and

default reasoning with video data (for active vision for autonomous
driving, as well as for offline processing). The architecture supports
visual abduction with SPACE-TIME TRACKLETS as native entities, and
founded (functional) answer set programming based spatial reason-
ing [11]. Other works closely related to the development and applica-
tion of the deep semantics methodology address relational inductive-
abductive inference with video [2], and modelling and interpretation
of embodied multimodal interaction in cognitive robotics [3, 6].
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